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ARTICLE INFO ABSTRACT

India's century-old electrical grids brought the nation inexpensive, abundant power and changed the
way the country worked filling homes, streets, businesses, towns and cities with energy. What they
also did was pay little regard to the environment. Unidirectional by nature, the grids were designed
to distribute power, not to manage a dynamic global network of energy supply and demand. The
result is, today India’s grids account for some of the highest transmission and distribution losses in
the world, at around 27%. This inadequacy could possibly become an obstacle to the country’s
progress in the years to come. Regardless, a report earlier this year on the top 10 smart grid
countries by the research firm Innovation Observatory ranked India No. 3 behind the U.S. and
China. Smart grid refers to an improved electricity supply chain using digital technology. It enables
monitoring, analysis, control and two-way communication between the electrical delivery system
and the consumer end. Smart grids use sensors, digital meters and controls and analytical tools to
automate, monitor and control flow of energy and hence provide detailed and timely information on
energy consumption. In this project, the proposed system with effective solutions for multiple
problems faced by India’s electricity distribution system such as varying power levels experienced
due to the varying electrical consumption,  for single phase electricity distribution system also
various techniques used for the energy optimization along with the consumption scheduling
algorithm using linear programming method are mentioned.

INTRODUCTION

A smart grid is a digitally enabled electrical grid that gathers,
distributes, and acts on information about the behavior of all
participants (suppliers and consumers) in order to improve the
efficiency of electricity services or it is a technique used to
calculate the total power required for all devices in three
conditions and scheduled the power as per our requirements.
The objectives of smart grid are: fully satisfy customer
requirements for electrical power, reliability and economic of
power supply and adapt to power market development. For
residential consumers’ class, the representative daily curves by
utility and by consume range were defined. For each utility, the
singular ranges were grouped and were finally: 0–50; 51–200;
201–300; 301–400 kWh/month.

We study the problem of minimizing the long-term average
power grid operational cost through power demand scheduling.
A controller at the operator side receives consumer power
demand requests with different power requirements, durations
and time flexibilities for their satisfaction. Flexibility is
modeled as a deadline by which a demand is to be activated.

The cost is a convex function of total power consumption,
which reflects the fact that each additional unit of power
needed to serve demands is more expensive to provision, as
demand load increases. We develop a stochastic model and
introduce two online demand scheduling policies. In the first
one, the Threshold

Postponement (TP), the controller serves a new demand request
immediately or postpones it to the end of its deadline,
depending on current power consumption. In the second one,
the Controlled Release (CR), a new request is activated
immediately if power consumption is lower than a threshold,
else it is queued. Queued demands are activated when
deadlines expire or when consumption drops below the
threshold. These policies admit an optimal control with
switching curve threshold structure, which involves active and
postponed demand. The CR policy is asymptotically optimal as
deadlines increase, namely it achieves a lower bound on
average cost, and the threshold depends only on active demand.
Numerical results validate the benefit of our policies compared
to the default one of serving demands upon arrival. These
technologies enable real-time monitoring and control of
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consumption of customer appliances through the operator
Command and Control (C&C) center, real-time electricity price
signaling We present two types of demand load control based
on observing current power load. In the first one, the

threshold postponement (TP), the controller may serve a new
demand request upon arrival or postpone it for the end of its
deadline, depending on the current power consumption. In the
second one, the Controlled Release (CR), a new request is
activated immediately if the current power consumption is
lower than a threshold, else it is queued. Queued demands are
activated when their deadlines expire, or if consumption drops
below the threshold. These policies are shown to admit an
optimal control with switching curve threshold structure which
involves active and postponed demands. We derive a lower
performance bound for the cost over all policies, which is
asymptotically tight as deadlines increase. The CR policy is
shown to achieve this bound as deadlines increase and hence it
is asymptotically optimal, and the threshold optimal control for
CR depends only on the active demand. We analyze the
performance of the default policy, which is to schedule each
task upon arrival, and we numerically validate the benefit of
our methods.

The proposed system is used to save the maximum power and
also can say that it avoids the wastage of power. Smart grid is
nothing but the proposed system work very smartly hence we
called it smart intelligent system for electricity distribution.
There is no limit while we use the electricity for home
appliances. This project worked with same as I have seen
which we have to faced the problem of load shading I just
simply scheduled the load as per our requirement in this
project.

Load shading means I have been scheduled the load in which I
have considered the three conditions in load scheduling. In this
project I have considered three loads in those three loads are as
belows:

1. Fan
2. Washing machine
3. Buzzer.

All those devices will be ON/OFF manually or automatically. I
have taken three conditions in which power will be calculated
automatically but we can operate the devices manually as well
automatically. Three conditions as follows:

1. No scheduling
2. Time scheduling
3. Power scheduling

In No scheduling, all these devices should be ON and calculate
the total power required for these devices. Means the total
power utilization of devices used in home can be calculated
automatically and also by doing ON/OFF these devices
manually to calculate how much power required to the devices
for that purpose we have to studied two more conditions in
which power is calculated automatically and  preferences of
devices to switch on and off that devices manually.

In time scheduling, only one device viz. washing machine have
to be time scheduled this  is real time application based system
therefore, in this condition, we have to decide maximum power
in which all the devices will run automatically expect the time
scheduled devices. Means only time scheduled devices will be
turn off in this condition even power consumption will be less
than the given power but we can manually ON that device.

In power scheduling, all the devices implemented in this
project will be automatically turn ON/OFF as per the given
maximum power by the operator. The device which required
the maximum power will be automatically OFF when power
exceed the given power limit. Means it clear that how much
power we have to use it’s completely depend on us to avoid the
wastage of power and to avoid the load shading. Also we can
operate it by manually which device should be ON and which
should be OFF but within the certain given power limit.

System Overview

Initially the 230 V 50 Hz supply is given to the circuit

CT & PT Sensors

Current Transformer sensor is step down transformer
(5A:50mA) and Potential Transformer sensor is also a step
down transformer (230V: 9V).

ARM 7(LPC 2138)

The LPC2131/32/34/36/38 microcontrollers are based on a
16/32-bit ARM7TDMI-S CPU with real-time emulation and
embedded trace support, that combine the microcontroller with
32 kB, 64 kB, 128 kB, 256 kB and 512 kB of embedded high-
speed flash memory. A 128-bit wide memory interface and a
unique accelerator architecture enable 32-bit code execution at
maximum clock rate. Due to their tiny size and low power
consumption, these microcontrollers are ideal for applications
where

LCD Display

Available Modules
Based on Alphanumeric Displays

 16×2 (“16” Represents Columns & “2” Represents
Rows)

Fig.1 System overview
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 16×1
 16×4

For system 16×2 is used.

RS 232

DS232A Dual RS-232 Transmitter/Receiver is used with the
following features

a. High data rate - 250 kbits/sec under load
b. 16-pin DIP or SOIC package
c. 20-pin TSSOP package for height restricted applications
d. Operate from single +5V power
e. Meets all EIA-232E and V0.28 specifications
f. Uses small capacitors: 0.1 μF
g. Optional industrial temperature range

Energy Optimization Technique

For non-shiftable appliances such as TV and fridge which have
fixed power requirement and operation period, the optimization
will ensure continuous supply of power. The scheduling
optimization will be carried out mainly for the shiftable
appliances. For time-shiftable appliances, such as washing
machine, the smart meter will be able to control the switch and
provide sufficient electricity corresponding to the power
pattern during the scheduled periods. For power shiftable
appliances, such as water boiler and electric vehicle chargers,
the smart meter will schedule flexible power and ensure the
total supply.

The system can be further extended to multiple users’ scenario
where many smart meters are connected together and they
agree to achieve a cooperative scheduling. The central control
node will take the overall responsibility of scheduling the
whole network and assigning individual meters their
corresponding tasks. A set of system simulations has been
carried out using Matlab to implement the proposed scheduling
mechanism in home area and neighborhood area scenarios. In
the simulation, we first define a set of home appliances and
their individual requirements as listed. For non-shiftable
appliances such as TV and fridge which have fixed power
requirement and operation period, the optimization will ensure
continuous supply of power.

The scheduling optimization will be carried out mainly for the
shift able appliances. For time shift able appliances, such as
washing machine, the smart meter will be able to control the
switch and provide sufficient electricity corresponding to the
power pattern during the scheduled periods. For power shift
able appliances, such as water boiler and electric vehicle
chargers, the smart meter will schedule flexible power and
ensure the total supply. The system can be further extended to
multiple users’ scenario where many smart meters are
connected together and they agree to achieve a cooperative
scheduling. The central control node will take the overall
responsibility of scheduling the whole network and assigning
individual meters their corresponding tasks. Effective
communication networks are required for the system. Wireless
sensor networks (WSN) combines sensing and communications
together, and provides low-cost and low power information

gathering, processing and communication with flexible self-
organizing network deployments. It is believed that WSN will
be one of the promising technologies for HAN
communications. For communications beyond the home
environment, i.e. among the meters/gateways, control nodes
and operators, the obvious candidates are wireless cellular
technologies and various broadband solutions (e.g. GPRS, Wi-
Fi, or LTE). However, as for non-real-time scheduling in our
system, the information exchange may not require
communications with high data rate and low delay.

Analysis of optimization algorithm

Problem statement: find minimum value of following objective
function

L=1x+2y+1z Here the coefficients of x,y,z are either 1 or 2
minimum values as we want to minimize the objective
function. Hence here the coefficients of x and z are 1 and
coefficient of y is 2. Subject to following constraints: It gives
maximum limits of the objective function (boundary
conditions)

5x+2y+3z=15

Where x,y & z ≥ 0

We are assuming L peak hourly load
x = Hourly power consumption for non shift able appliances it
is assumed to be fixed.
y = Hourly power consumption for power shift able appliances
z = Hourly power consumption for time shift able appliances
Some examples of these type of home appliances are given in
the Table.

Table Types of Home Appliances

CONCLUSION

The proposed system will provide an effective solution for
some of the main problems faced by Indian Electricity
distribution system like line fault and power theft along with
optimizing energy utilization by using an simplex optimization
algorithm which is simple and easy to implement. It will reduce
the energy wastage and save a lot of energy,that can be
returned back to the grid. The system may able to schedule
optimal power and operation time according to user preference
and the power consumption pattern. In future it is possible to
implement the system for three phase electric distribution
system and multiple users to achieve cooperative scheduling in
India. Using this proposed system it is possible to save a lot of
energy for future use. Platform. The proposed system is low
cost and low power consumption.
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